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Please stop this undemocratic annexation of King's Ride, White Hill Close, Diamond Ridge, College Ride, College
Close and adjacent roads to the Old Dean. We want to stay part of the Town ward.
Thank you.
Aikin-Sneath family
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Dear Sirs

I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond
Ridge and Kings Ride area of Camberley in the Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond
Ridge and Kings Ride area was part of the Town. We have never been part of the
Old Dean.
The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between
the two areas and there is very little social interaction between the residents of
Diamond Ridge and Kings Ride area, and the Old Dean.
Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater
interaction with schools and shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge and Kings Ride area is
predominantly Detached and Semi Detached houses, whereas the Old Dean is
primarily tenanted flats.
The Diamond Ridge and Kings Ride neighbourhood is a predominantly
Conservative voting area, represented by conservative councillors. The Old Dean
is mainly Labour voting.
I draw your attention to the fact that according to 2015 government data the
Diamond Ridge area is among the 20 LEAST deprived areas in the UK, whereas a
large portion of the Old Dean is listed in the MOST deprived areas. Thus the
needs of these two communities differ greatly and you are not serving either
community by merging them.
In short these are three completely different communities with substantially
different identities. They should not be merged.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either
community.
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I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge and Kings
Ride area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,

Neil Baker
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and the residents have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town. We
have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an
obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and shops in
the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached
houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the
UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Mrs Karen Ball
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To
Officer (Surrey Heath) Local Government Boundary Commission for England 14th Floor,
Millbank Tower, LONDON SW1P 4QP
7th July 2017

Ref : Surrey Heath Ward boundary changes ‐ Objection to the further limited draft recommendations in respect of the

Old Dean Ward

The original Boundary commission’s proposal was to leave Town ward intact. By merging part of St Paul's
ward with Old Dean this made sense and left every one with a good level of representation. The northern side
of St Paul's ward is only a roads‐width away from the current Old Dean ward. Pedestrian access is easy ‐ its
level and benefits from two traffic light controlled crossing and a well‐maintained pedestrian bridge.
It is high time that the old snobbery line represented by the A30 in Camberley was electorally erased and the
original proposition ensured that all residents just north of the A30 were properly and finally integrated within
Camberley constituencies. This is an important consideration, as the Old Dean ward profile has changed over
the years with a large proportion of privately owned properties, and an increasing number of young
professionals buying into the area, it now comprises a rich mixture of vibrant households engaged in the
trades and professions. It has recently elected a Conservative councillor, something not seen for a number of
years.
Geographically the Old Dean estate area is clearly separated from the current Town ward both in distance and
severity of terrain. Our area has been well served by its inclusion in the Town ward. I feel we are properly
considered in local matters and that Camberley Town is our natural community centre.
To have to had to draw the new ward boundary down the very centre of Kings Ride emphasises the poor
outcome of the new proposal. So many local issues are common to us and the rest of the voters that live on
the Kings Ride road and the ex Army housing estates at its Northern end. For example the recent major
development issues concerning the White Hill Farm development.
1

In view of the foregoing, I strongly object to the 1150 voters in our area being removed from the Town Ward
and merged with the Old Dean Ward and ask that you reconsider the further limited draft recommendations,
notably in order to provide better electoral representation, the primary purpose of your review.

Yours sincerely
Charles Barbor
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Sirs.
It has been brought to my attention that it is proposed by the Surrey Heath Borough Council that properties north of
the A30 in Camberley, currently in the Town Ward, should become part of the Old Dean Ward.
I am both surprised and bemused by this.
Surprised ‐ because I have received no notification of this proposal from the Council. Has notification gone astray in
the post ? The only official information I can find on the Surrey Heath Council’s web page struck me as being
confusing and vague and the maps so small they are unreadable. If, as I suspect, no notification has been sent to
affected householders by post, the Council is discriminating between those who have access to a computer and
those who don’t. In addition, I receive regular and informative newsletters from my local Councillor, Councillor
Chapman, but there has been no mention of this proposal in his communications. Does he know about this ? In
addition, I have heard no mention of it from people I know who live in the Old Dean Ward. Do they know ? It does
make me wonder whether those whose opinions matter most have been notified and if not, why not ?
I am bemused because the area concerned has little connection with the Old Dean Ward. I live far closer to the
town centre than the Old Dean. How can it be sensible to change the ward of those properties who live a stones
throw from the Town ward to a ward with which there is no association apart from the bus route ?
They are two very distinct areas with different needs and requirements. Putting the two into the same ward makes
no sense.
We are and should always be part of the Town Ward if we are to be served effectively by SHBC. Residents of the
area chose to live there because of its proximity to the town centre. This is reflected in the style and design of the
vast majority of properties that predate those in the Old Dean Ward, some by many years. The area is so close to
the town centre that it's only common sense for us to have the same councillor who serves the town.
This is a proposal to which I object most strongly for the reasons set out above.
Mrs C A Barton
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old Dean
ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town. We
have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an
obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and shops in
the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached
houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the
UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Lucy Bass
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Dear Sir / Madam
I object to the proposal to change the local council ward boundaries to
place the Diamond Hill area of Camberley in the Old Dean ward. I have
lived in Diamond Hill for 24 years so I know both Camberley Town and
the Old Dean well.
The area that I live in is separate from the Old Dean geographically and
is different in character. Diamond Hill and the Diamond Ridge area has
always been part of Camberley Town and is distinct in many ways from
the Old Dean.
I am particularly disappointed that the proposal has been made without
advising or consulting the residents of Diamond Hill and surrounding
area in any meaningful manner. I only found out about this through
neighbours.
I believe this would be detrimental to my property and the area so I
respectfully ask you to reconsider this proposal and leave the Diamond
Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Clive Batchelor
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Dear Sir or Madam,
I have lived in Diamond Hill for almost 25 years since February 1993, and I am
strongly opposed to the proposed plans to change the ward boundaries to include
the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old Dean ward.
The area that I live in is very distinct from the Old Dean and I feel I have very
little in common with it. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of
Camberley Town and has never been a part of the Old Dean.
My main reasons for objecting are as follows:1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary
between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town, the majority of residents have
greater interaction with schools, churches, clubs and organisations, other
residents and shops in the Town and not in the Old Dean.
3. The housing stock in the two areas is completely different; Diamond Ridge
area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached houses occupied by
owner families, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats and
maisonettes.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the
top 20% most prosperous areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the
30% least prosperous.
5. The Diamond Ridge area tends to vote Conservative and is represented by
Conservative Councillors Richard Brooks and Robin Perry. The Old Dean is
represented by Labour Councillor Rodney Bates.
In short these are two completely different communities with
substantially different identities and needs.
These changes have not been considered in depth, and in my opinion do not
serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part
of the Town Ward.
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Your sincerely,
Sharon Batchelor (Mrs)
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To whom it may concern,
I contact you regarding a proposal to change Kings Ride, Camberley, Surrey, GU15 - currently within the designated
Town Ward of Camberley, to the ward for Old Dean.
I object to the proposal and offer the following reasons why the proposal should be rejected out of hand.
1. The local Council Authority has failed to advise me or any of the residents that I have spoken to about this proposed
change. (I was only advised by a note put
through my door by another resident)
2. I was completely unaware of any previous attempt to do the same referred to on https://www.lgbce.org.uk/currentreviews/south-east/surrey/surrey-heath
and assume the Council Authority failed to advise residents in a similar fashion. So this is a second attempt by stealth
to bring about a change that if aware
of, no resident of any of the roads included in your proposal would agree to.
Q. Is the local Council Authority not legally obliged to inform all residents of such a change? I suspect they have
intentionally not done so.
3. Your organisations own stated aim to ensure that wards reflect the interests and identities of its residents would not be
upheld by such a change.
The residents of Kings Ride and other immediate surrounding roads also included in the proposal associate
themselves wholly as being part of the Town
ward. The demographic of the majority of residents currently
included in the Town Ward is significantly not that that forms the demographic of residents
located centrally
within the Old Dean Ward. This is partly due to the physical separation of the area you are proposing to include in the Old
Dean Ward by a
some 400m wide forested area where College Ride becomes Upper College Ride. When this is in
act the same road. There is and always has been a
physical and identity separation between the residents of
the area included in your proposal and Old Dean.
4. The interests of the area you propose to include in the Old Dean Ward can therefore by your own measure be
only best served by remaining part of
the Town Ward.
5. You have notably not included the private residential road of Old Green Lane ( a continuation of College Ride when
crossing Kings Ride) in the proposal.
Clearly the local authority would want to keep the demographic of this more affluent private residential area within the
current Town Ward when it would be
more logical ( but no less incorrect to do so,) to include all residential roads
North of the A30 in your proposal. Therefore we have political discrimination
against the residents included in the
proposal, at play.
6. Similarly you do not include the residents in Kings Ride and other roads connected off Kings Ride beyond College
Military College but yet part of the community with the area included in your
Ride, an area associated with the
proposal. You are therefore proposing splitting the residents of Kings Ride
into two different wards. So much for
representing established communities. It is also noted that the Local Council Authority has tried to bring in
various
schemes in recent years, which the residents of Kings Ride and the surrounding areas that are also
targeted in your proposal, have rejected.
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Dear Sir/Madam
I am writing to raise an objection to the change of boundaries of neighbourhoods in Camberley which would see
College Ride designated as part of the Old Dean ward. College Ride and the other areas affected by the proposal
have a much closer affiliation ,and more in common with the Town ward, and I would be most upset for that to be
lost.
Yours faithfully
Dianne J Butler
Sent from my iPhone
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3. The housing in the areas are different, the York Road, Kings Ride area is predominantly Detached, Semi Detached
and bungalow housing occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the area we currently live in is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in
the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes should they go head will create upheaval and unrest and therefore isn’t in the interest of either
community.
These proposed changes need to be reconsidered and this area remain as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Gillian Butler
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Subject: Surrey Heath Review ‐ Diamond ridge
To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
As you will obviously realise, the bulk of this letter is a copy and paste, however, this does not diminish its importance as
I consider the standard wording to be very relevant and appropriate to my area
I cannot see the point in changing boundaries at all ... what is the purpose of it?
Is it just more beaurocratic time and money wasting nonscence?
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town. We
have never been part of the Old Dean.
The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an obvious
divide between the two areas.
Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and shops in the
Town than in the Old Dean.
The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached houses
occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the UK,
whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
And I would add, that you are there to respect and act upon the views of the public and not to act in a high handed
manner ... as far as I know, there has been no consultation... certainly, no one has contacted me asking for my view.
As is often the case, politicians act inappropriately and seemingly forget who they are working for!

Yours sincerely,
1

John Capel
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I am contacting to object to the proposal to change the boundaries of neighbourhoods of Camberley. Living in Old
Green Lane which is one of the oldest areas of the Camberley and has always been part of Town ward. There a no
justification to making such a change and to continue to erode away at the magnificent history of our town . The town
ward makes up the heart of original Camberley and should remain so. The Old Dean ward is quite some distance from
the roads you are considering moving and have a clear dividing line in Barosaa common.
I understand a proposal to draw Crawley Ridge area into Old Dean was rejected earlier this year and for the same
reason this new proposal should be rejected A precedent has been set Linda Casey Wildacre Old Green Lane

Sent from my iPhone
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town. We
have never been part of the Old Dean.
The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an obvious
divide between the two areas. There is no geographical connection whatsoever.
Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and shops in the
Town than in the Old Dean. Our home is a 5 minute walk from Camberley town centre but 20 minutes from the centre
of Old Dean.
The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached houses
occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted houses and flats.
According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the UK,
whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Stuart Casey

Sent from my android device.
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Dear Sirs
Please register my opposition to the proposed changes to the boundaries of wards in Camberley, Surrey.
As a long‐term resident in Camberley (42 years at my present address) I fail to see the logic in removing
the roads listed from the Town ward and including them in the Old Dean ward. I understand that the
overwhelming opinion among the residents of the roads listed is that our history and
demographics means that the status quo should prevail.
Yours Sincerely
G W W Charlton
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Dear Sir/Madame,
I am writing to oppose the proposed changes to the boundaries in Camberley that would put my home in Old Green
Lane the Old Dean ward. We want to make clear that we do not want to stay within the boundaries of the Town ward.
Yours Sincerely,
Helen Eagan
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Dear Sir/Madam,
We would like to voice our strong opposition to the plans to move the beautiful and peaceful Old Green
Lane in Camberley from the Town Ward into the Old Dean Ward.
Our part of the town is completely distinct from the Old Dean and we have thankfully very little to do with
Old Dean.
We are in easy walking distance to the town and are part of the town not of Old Dean! We are separated
from Old Dean by the Diamond Ridge Woods area and have much more in common with the Town Ward.
Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town. We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It
provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town all Old Green Lane residents are part of town life and never
interact with the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, from the Diamond Ridge area onwards down to town all houses
are predominantly Detached or Semi Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean
consists in the main of rented accommodation.
4. A 2015 Government survey listed the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in
the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous. Understandably, given the beauty of Old
Green Lane and the surrounding Diamond Ridge area we would like to remain part of that area.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
We urge you to reconsider these changes and leave Old Green Lane and the Diamond Ridge area as part of
the Town Ward.
Yours sincerely,
Mr. & Mrs Christianson-Erpelding
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Surrey Heath. Proposed boundary changes. Objection

Hi
Our address is:

We do not receive local newspapers and do not use social media so are disappointed that we have learnt of the impact
of the proposed boundary changes on us through a near neighbour. Part of our objection is therefore lack of
communication of the rationale behind a boundary change that now affects us. We understand this is because residents
in the St. Pauls ward objected to the initial proposal and the proposed boundaries were redrawn.
As we understand it the objective of the exercise is to bring wards closer to the national average of the number of
electors to borough councillors, the new revised proposal does not do this. Under the previous proposal , the Old Dean
Ward was classified as 0% “equality” (i.e. in line with national averages). The revised proposal brings this to 7%
“equality” and so fails the basic objective.
We live in the Diamond Hill/Diamond Ridge area and we object to the proposal to include it in the Old Dean Ward. It is
currently in the Town ward. Our area is distinct from the Old Dean area and has no connection to it. We are separated
from it by a large area of woodland. We are directly connected to the Town ward and use the town for shopping and
community facilities rather than those of the Old Dean. The demographics and history of our area are more aligned with
those of Town ward than those of the Old Dean ward. Our local issues for which we require elected representation are
best served by a Town ward councillor rather than an Old Dean ward councillor. In fact, we have more in common with
the local issues of St. Pauls ward residents than Old Dean residents.
We strongly feel that objections of St. Pauls ward residents have resulted in a revised boundary that defeats the
purpose of the exercise and results in a negative impact on us and other Diamond Hill/Diamond Ridge residents for
whom the collection and spending of our ward taxes are best served from a representation by Town ward councillors
rather than Old Dean councillors.
Regards
Martin & Caroline Clarke
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I am emailing to voice our opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Hill/Ridge area of Camberley in the
Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have no connection to it. We have more in common with the
Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Hill/Ridge area was part of the Town and we have never been part of
the Old Dean.
The Diamond Ridge woods provide a natural substantial boundary and obvious divide between the two
areas. Due to our close proximity to the town we have greater interaction with the shops in the Town than in
the Old Dean.
These are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs and these
changes do not serve the best interests of either community. Our area has a different demographic and history
to that of the Old Dean and we urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Hill/Ridge area as
part of the Town Ward.
We are very surprised and disappointed that we have not been advised individually of the proposed boundary
changes by Surrey Heath Council detailing the rationale behind the proposed change and the subsequent
consequences.
We have recently voted for our local Councillor so if these proposed changes are agreed does that mean that we
will then be represented by someone we don't know and didn't vote for?
Regards.
Margaret Collingwood & Barry Ayres
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BY E-MAIL

Dear Sir or Madam,
OBJECTION:
Surrey Heath Ward Boundary changes – “further limited draft recommendations in respect of
the Old Dean & Town Wards”
I refer to the invitation published on the LGBC website for comments on the “further limited
draft recommendations” notified to the Chief Executive of Surrey Heath Borough Council on
13th June 2017.
1. My first comment is that I only became aware yesterday, 28th June 2017, when it was
brought to my attention by a distant neighbour from another road in the area – a very
poor example of a democratic and consultative process which could fundamentally
effect the residential area in which I lived in the Town Ward for almost fifty years and
about which I have received no timely notification from the Commission.
2. Having reviewed the objection letters on your website from the St Paul’s area
residents to your original proposal, I note that these are from just 21 voters out of the
overall 800 or so who are subject to the proposed boundary change. This only
represents some 2.6% of the total numbers affected. Whilst recognising the feelings of
the complainants and not wishing to denigrate their position, this number of
objections would not seem to indicate the high level of community cohesion indicated
in the letters and, furthermore, seems to be a very small representation on which to
have based your decision to withdraw the original recommendation.
3. The main objections from the residents in the St Paul’s area can be said equally to
apply to my own area now being proposed under the “further limited draft
recommendations” (viz. physically separate and disparate communities, loss of
councillor rapport, crime statistics/house value).
4. This leaves us, in effect, with just one area of debate viz. that of the barriers between
communities. As to the A30 presenting a barrier to merging the two communities
under the original proposal, the 0.25 mile of protected woodland and the steepness of
the hill (an 8% gradient overall and steeper in two places) can be said to present an
equal, if not greater restriction, between the Old Dean and my area for those on foot
or cycling. Voters in my area have managed well over the years in crossing the A30 to
town (10 minutes walking time from the furthest point of my area), not only to vote in
the Town Ward but also to visit the town on a daily basis.
Letter to review officer (Surrey Heath)_29 June 2017
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5. Distances and other times involved (using GOOGLE maps for impartiality):
The distance between the nearest points in my area and the Old Dean is some 360
metres (1/4 mile) or 8 minutes on foot (up the steep hill) and some 16 minutes to the
polling station, (which is some 30 minutes from the furthest point of my area).
Equivalent figures for the St Paul’s area are: 2 minutes, 6 minutes and 20 minutes.
If it is to be accepted that vehicular transport will be needed to move from one area to
another, then there is negligible difference between any of these supposed barriers.
6. Finally, the main thrust and purpose of your review is to equalise councillor
representation. The original proposal produced an admirable 0% variance from the
national average by 2021; the revised proposal dilutes this to a 7% variance. Whilst I
appreciate that this is within your 10% maximum margin, it, nevertheless, represents a
large increase in the number of voters per councillor and therefore provides reduced
electoral representation when compared to the original details contained in the draft
changes to Ward boundaries proposed in January 2017.
In view of the foregoing, I object to the estimated 1000 voters* in my area being
removed from the Town Ward and merged with the Old Dean Ward and ask that you
reconsider and discard the “further limited draft recommendations” and revert to your
original proposal notably in order to provide better electoral representation – the
primary purpose of your review.
Yours faithfully,

Krystyna J Connolly

*Derived from your spreadsheet “Electorate-Proforma-Website-Surrey-Heath.xlsx”

The Review Officer (Surrey Heath)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor , Millbank Tower
LONDON
SW1P 4QP
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BY E-MAIL

y

29 June 2017
Dear Sir or Madam,
OBJECTION:
Surrey Heath Ward Boundary changes – “further limited draft recommendations in respect of
the Old Dean & Town Wards”
I refer to the invitation published on the LGBC website for comments on the “further limited
draft recommendations” notified to the Chief Executive of Surrey Heath Borough Council on
13th June 2017.
1. My first comment is that I only became aware yesterday, 28th June 2017, when it was
brought to my attention by a distant neighbour from another road in the area – a very
poor example of a democratic and consultative process which could fundamentally
effect the residential area in which I lived in the Town Ward for almost fifty years and
about which I have received no timely notification from the Commission.
2. Having reviewed the objection letters on your website from the St Paul’s area
residents to your original proposal, I note that these are from just 21 voters out of the
overall 800 or so who are subject to the proposed boundary change. This only
represents some 2.6% of the total numbers affected. Whilst recognising the feelings of
the complainants and not wishing to denigrate their position, this number of
objections would not seem to indicate the high level of community cohesion indicated
in the letters and, furthermore, seems to be a very small representation on which to
have based your decision to withdraw the original recommendation.
3. The main objections from the residents in the St Paul’s area can be said equally to
apply to my own area now being proposed under the “further limited draft
recommendations” (viz. physically separate and disparate communities, loss of
councillor rapport, crime statistics/house value).
4. This leaves us, in effect, with just one area of debate viz. that of the barriers between
communities. As to the A30 presenting a barrier to merging the two communities
under the original proposal, the 0.25 mile of protected woodland and the steepness of
the hill (an 8% gradient overall and steeper in two places) can be said to present an
equal, if not greater restriction, between the Old Dean and my area for those on foot
or cycling. Voters in my area have managed well over the years in crossing the A30 to
town (10 minutes walking time from the furthest point of my area), not only to vote in
the Town Ward but also to visit the town on a daily basis.
Letter to review officer (Surrey Heath)_29 June 2017
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5. Distances and other times involved (using GOOGLE maps for impartiality):
The distance between the nearest points in my area and the Old Dean is some 360
metres (1/4 mile) or 8 minutes on foot (up the steep hill) and some 16 minutes to the
polling station, (which is some 30 minutes from the furthest point of my area).
Equivalent figures for the St Paul’s area are: 2 minutes, 6 minutes and 20 minutes.
If it is to be accepted that vehicular transport will be needed to move from one area to
another, then there is negligible difference between any of these supposed barriers.
6. Finally, the main thrust and purpose of your review is to equalise councillor
representation. The original proposal produced an admirable 0% variance from the
national average by 2021; the revised proposal dilutes this to a 7% variance. Whilst I
appreciate that this is within your 10% maximum margin, it, nevertheless, represents a
large increase in the number of voters per councillor and therefore provides reduced
electoral representation when compared to the original details contained in the draft
changes to Ward boundaries proposed in January 2017.
In view of the foregoing, I object to the estimated 1000 voters* in my area being
removed from the Town Ward and merged with the Old Dean Ward and ask that you
reconsider and discard the “further limited draft recommendations” and revert to your
original proposal notably in order to provide better electoral representation – the
primary purpose of your review.
Yours faithfully,

*Derived from your spreadsheet “Electorate-Proforma-Website-Surrey-Heath.xlsx”

The Review Officer (Surrey Heath)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor , Millbank Tower
LONDON
SW1P 4QP
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Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

30 June 2017 10:26
reviews
Surrey Heath Review - Diamond Ridge

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To Whom it may concern,

I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of
Camberley in the Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was
part of the Town. We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two
areas. It provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with
schools and shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached
and Semi Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily
tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most
prosperous areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and
needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town
Ward.
Your sincerely,

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
To:
Subject:

Roger Davies
June 2017 19:47
reviews
Proposed ward change to Diamond Ridge.

To whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean Ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town.
We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1
2
3
4

The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. I
provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
Due to the close proximity to the town the majority of residents have a greater interaction with schools
and shops within the Town rather than the Old Dean.
The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi
Detached houses, owner occupied, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous
areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.

In short these two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Yours sincerely,
Roger Davies & Ann Davies
Sent from Mail for Windows 10

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sarah Del-Bianco
05 July 2017 15:16
reviews
Ward boundary change proposal - Camberley

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To whom it may concern,
I am writing to express my disappointment with regards to your proposed changes to the ward boundaries. Under your
new proposal the areas of College Ride, Diamond Ridge, College Close, Kings Ride and White Hill Close would move from
the Town ward to the Old Dean ward. These area are so starkly different I cannot see how the proposal has been
compiled with any understanding of the local area.
The proposed changes are not in the best interests of the local communities and I feel they have been compiled with
little sensitivity or understanding of the local area.
Finally, the original proposed changes was changed on the basis that the A30 provides a clearer boundary than the
railway track. The very same could be said but to a much greater degree that the large wooded area of diamond ridge
acts as a substantial natural boundary between the Old Dean ward and what is currently the town ward.
I very much hope you will reconsider this proposal to best serve the needs of the local communities.
Regards,
Sarah Del‐Bianco

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

paul dempsey
30 June 2017 11:51
reviews
Surrey Heath Review - College ride

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the College ride area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town.
We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge and college ridewoods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two
areas. It provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and
shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge and College ride area is predominantly Detached
and Semi Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond ridge and College ride area is in the top 20% most
prosperous areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Paul Dempsey

Sent from my iPhone

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
To:
Subject:

sumi desai
July 2017 19:09
reviews
surrey heath review

Sent from Outlook
I object to the new proposal for change to become part of the old dean ward

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

John Dillon
20 June 2017 17:03
reviews
Surrey Heath Review

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To whom it may concern,
I am writing to express my strong opposition. In particular I oppose the change of the Diamond Ridge/College Ride area
from the Town Ward into the Old Dean.
The area does not have anything in common with the Old Dean area, it is a totally different demographic, and history, and
belongs in the Town Ward.
The large wooded area between Upper College ride in the Old Dean, and College Ride in the Diamond ridge area
provides a natural physical boundary and it makes sense to continue to respect that boundary as has always been the
case.
I await acknowledgment of this opposition,
John Dillion

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

james driver
01 July 2017 12:45
reviews
Surrey Heath review

Dear Sirs,

Re: Proposed new boundary changes
We wish to record our strong opposition to Diamond Ridge area becoming a part of the Old Dean ward. We have
lived in our house in the Camberley Town ward for 21 years and feel our area, its history and demographic is
completely different from the Old Dean ward. We have never been part of the Old Dean and we have little to do
with it. In accordance with the governments own statistics it shows on housing types, house prices, crime, and
politics that the areas are completely different.
The new proposals are not what we want thank you. We have a close proximity to the Town area which is in walking
distance to shops, schools, and Camberley Town Railway Station. Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and
substantial boundary between the two wards. Diamond Ridge has always been part of the Town Ward and should
remain as such.
We greatly oppose these changes hope very much that they are not implemented.
Your sincerely,
Mr &Mrs J Driver

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Malcolm Dudson
19 June 2017 10:48
reviews
Surrey Heath Review, St Pauls and Old Dean Wards.

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

May I wholeheartedly endorse the proposal to retain the A30 as the natural northern boundary of St Pauls Ward, and
hence the separating line between St Pauls and Old Dean.
Kind regards,
Malcolm Dudson

R
m
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Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

DU PREEZ Debi
02 July 2017 07:55
reviews
Urgent :

- Opposing the boundaries of the neighbourhoods in Camberley

Date: 2nd July 2017
To Whom it may concern
I would like it to be officially noted that the residents and owners of
Mr and Mrs
du Preez are opposed to the change in boundaries in College Ride to become part of the Old Dean. We
are part of the Town Ward and as such wish to remain in this Ward.
Our area has a different demographic and heritage to that of the Old Dean.
Please keep me informed of the outcome of this situation.
Kind regards
Michael and Deborah du Preez

This e‐mail, any attachments and the information contained therein ("this message") are confidential and intended
solely for the use of the addressee(s). If you have received this message in error please send it back to the sender
and delete it. Unauthorized publication, use, dissemination or disclosure of this message, either in whole or in part is
strictly prohibited.

Ce message electronique et tous les fichiers joints ainsi que les informations contenues dans ce message (ci apres "le
message"), sont confidentiels et destines exclusivement a l'usage de la personne a laquelle ils sont adresses. Si vous
avez recu ce message par erreur, merci de le renvoyer a son emetteur et de le detruire. Toute diffusion, publication,
totale ou partielle ou divulgation sous quelque forme que ce soit non expressement autorisees de ce message, sont
interdites.

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

28 June 2017 19:14
reviews
Objection to Change of Neighbourhood Boundaries in Camberley

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Dear Sir / madam,
As a resident
Camberley I wish to express my opposition to the proposed changes to the Camberley
neighbourhood boundaries, where Diamond Ridge, College Ride, College Close, Kings Ride, White Hill Close and other
surrounding roads become part of the Old Dean Ward.
It is my opinion that due to the heritage of the neighbourhood, the close proximity to the town centre and Sandhurst
Military Academy, Kings Ride should remain part of the Town Ward. I reject any suggestion or proposal for the
neighbourhood boundaries to be altered to be part of The Old Dean ward.
Yours sincerely,
Paula Elliott

Paula Elliott

FOR INFO: Upcoming out of office 03‐06 July 2017

1

-This email was sent from an email account of BMW (UK) Limited which is a company registered in England and Wales with company number 1378137 and has its
offices at Summit ONE, Summit Avenue, Farnborough, Hampshire, GU14 0FB. BMW (UK) Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
in relation to its credit broking activities. The contents of this e-mail are confidential and may be privileged and subject to internal monitoring. If you are not the
addressee indicated in this message, you may not copy, forward, disclose, deliver or otherwise use it or any part of it in any form whatsoever. You should then
kindly notify the sender by replying to this message and destroy it thereafter. Opinions, conclusions and other information in this message that do not relate to the
official business of any BMW Group Company shall be understood as neither given nor endorsed by them.
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Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Harry Emblen
28 June 2017 18:49
reviews
Surrey Heath review

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

I am writing with regards to the proposed changes to the boundaries of the neighbourhood of Camberley. These
proposed changes would put my house within the Old Dean ward.
I am strongly against this proposal as I feel my area has a completely different democratic and heritage to that of the
Old Dean. I think we should remain part of the Town Ward seeing how close in proximity we are to Camberley Town
Centre and feel any changes in this ward would have an impact to me at
which I would like to be able to have
a say and influence on.
From what I have read online, I see absolutely no benefit in this review for us residents and feel this is completely
unnecessary.
Should you wish to contact me to discuss this further, please feel free to do so.
Many thanks,

Sent from my iPhone

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nigel Flower
03 July 2017 09:43
reviews; John Whitehouse
Changing boundaries in Camberley, SurreyWhi

Sirs,
We understand that there is a proposal to move York Road, amongst others, from the Town Ward to Old
Dean Ward.
We are totally opposed to this and most strongly urge Surrey Heath Council to reject this proposal.
Those Roads which have been selected have a quite different history to that of Old Dean, which is a recent
creation. This area should be left as a part of Town Ward
Nigel and Joan Flower

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

30 June 2017 10:08
reviews
Proposed Surrey Heath boundary changes

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond
Ridge area of Camberley in the Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond
Ridge area was part of the Town. We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary
between the two areas. It provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater
interaction with schools and shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is
predominantly Detached and Semi Detached houses occupied by owners,
whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top
20% most prosperous areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30%
least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially
different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either
community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part
of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,

David and Lorraine Flynn

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rebecca Fortes
08 July 2017 08:37
reviews
Surrey Heath Review

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the College Ride
area of Camberley in the Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the College Ride
area was part of the Town. We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It
provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools
and shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the College Ride area is predominantly Detached and Semi
Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.

In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different
identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave College ride and other roads in the
area (Diamond Ridge, Kings Ride etc) as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,

Rebecca Fortes

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steve Fortes
03 July 2017 16:45
reviews
Surrey Heath Review

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To Whom It May Concern,
I am emailing to oppose the set of changes to the College Ride area of Camberley (moving it from the Town
Ward to the Old Dean Ward).
The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an
obvious divide between the two areas.
Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and
shops in the Town than in the Old Dean. We are also more affected by the policies enacted in the Town, than
we are by policies in the Old Dean.
The two areas are entirely different, have different needs and identities, which I do not feel you have taken into
account.
The suggested changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider and leave the College Ride area as part of the Town Ward.
Your Faithfully,
Steve

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paul Freeman
03 July 2017 19:08
reviews
Surrey Heath Review - Diamond ridge, proposed boundary changes

Importance:

High

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Town Ward of Camberley
in the Old Dean ward. The area I am a homeowner in is distinct from the Old Dean and the residents have little to do
with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town. We
have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an
obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and
shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached
houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the
UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs. These
changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community. The proposed changes would most
probably result in a reduction in the value of homes within Town Ward given that the value of homes within Old Dean
are significantly lower. It would also result in higher insurance premiums for both home and motor insurances as the
Old Dean suffers from higher crime rates than does Town Ward.
I raise this protest and urge you to urgently reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the
Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Mr Paul Freeman

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Eileen Gaffney
04 July 2017 08:43
reviews
Surrey Heath review

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

I would like to oppose the proposal to change Diamond Ridge, College Ride, Kings Ride, Barossa Road, York Road,
Cromwell Road and surrounding area to Old Dean Ward instead of Town Centre Ward.
We have lived here for over forty years and because of the proximity to the Town Centre feel very naturally a part of
that ward. Many of the houses in this area predate the development of Old Dean. We share the same problems and
benefits of close proximity to the Town Centre as the streets the other side of the A30. Our children have attended
school in this area, and our community is much more closely tied into the town than it is into the Old Dean. Please
think again, and retain us within Town Centre Ward.
Eileen Gaffney
7 Cromwell Road
Camberley
Sent from my Windows Phone

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

sandra. NIXON
03 July 2017 23:59
reviews
John Gardiner
Surrey Heath review

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

We ard sending this email to object to the proposed change of boundaries. Given our close proximity to Camberley
town centre I feel it would be an injustice to change our boundary from Town Ward to old dean ward.
Trusting our ward boundary will remain.
Thank you
Sandra Gardiner
John Gardiner

‐‐
Sandra Nixon

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Derek Garlick
03 July 2017 14:33
reviews
Surrey Heath Review

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Having just become aware of the proposed change of neighbourhood boundary for York Road and Hartford Rise from
Town Ward to Old Dean Ward , as Neighbourhood Chairperson for these roads I would hereby strongly oppose such a
change.
Historically and demographically these neighbourhoods were created for different requirements.
Regards
Mr,D.F. Garlick

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Andrew Gigg
07 July 2017 22:09
reviews
Surrey Heath review

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Dear sirs
We wish to advise you that we totally oppose your proposal to make College Ride part of the Old Dean ward.
We want to remain as part of the Town Ward.
Regards
Andrew and Susan Gigg

Camberley

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
To:
Subject:

Mary Glauert
July 2017 21:27
reviews
Surrey Heath review

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Dear Sir or Madam
I am writing to say that I object strongly to the proposed boundary change placing York Road into the Old Dean ward
instead of the Town ward.
I live at
, Camberley which is at present in town ward and I am very concerned about the proposed change
to the boundary of our ward. I live very near to the town centre of Camberley and in fact I can walk to the polling station
in under 5 minutes whereas the Old Dean area is a drive away. Our area of Camberley is very unlike the Old Dean and
problems facing us our very different to the Old Dean. Issues we have relate far more to the town centre and so it
makes sense for our area to be part of the town ward.
Yours Faithfully,
Mary Glauert

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

03 July 2017 17:24
reviews
Surrey Heath Review

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

My name is Mrs. Edwina Gonella and my address is
I oppose the plan to change the boundaries of our neighbourhoods in Camberley. I live very close to Camberley town
centre and have lived here for 41 years. I am not part of the Old Dean Ward, Our area has a different demographic and
history to that of the Old Dean. I wish to stay within the Camberley town boundary.

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joyce Grossmann
30 June 2017 21:38
reviews
Surrey Heath Review

Dear Sir or madam
I am writing to object most strongly to the proposed boundary changes of the neighbourhoods in Camberley.
Our area has a different demographic and heritage to that of the Old Dean. Therefore, we should stay as part of the
Town ward.
Please ensure that this change is not allowed to happen.
Thank you.
Joyce Grossmann

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

I HAFRI
29 June 2017 15:47
reviews
Surrey Heath Review

To whom it may concern
I am writing to strongly oppose the changing of the boundaries neighbourhoods in Camberely. I am a homeowner
on
and currently as it stands we come under the town ward, I understand there has been a proposal to
make residents on College Ride part of the Old Dean Ward which we strongly oppose.
I look forward to hearing from you on this urgent matter with promising information.
Kind regards
Mr and Mrs Hafri

Sent from my iPad

1

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Martin Hanson
20 June 2017 02:15
reviews
Surrey Heath Council Boundaries

Follow Up Flag:
Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to advise you that I SUPPORT the new boundary lines recently drawn up that now has
the A30 as the natural border between St Pauls and the Old Dean.
This is far more practical and sensible to use rather than the railway line as originally proposed. I am
very pleased that LGBCE has listened to those people
who had voiced their objections.
I look forward to you recommending these changes to Surrey Heath later in August.
Kind regards,
Martin Hanson

1

The Review Officer (Surrey Heath)
Local Government Boundary
Commission for England
London SW1P 4QP

Surrey Heath Ward Boundary Changes – Town Ward
Further limited draft recommendations
I write to you in utter amazement at the proposal to move the northern part of Town
Ward into Old Dean Ward. Living just off Kings Ride my walk into the town centre
takes a matter of minutes, while York and Cromwell Roads are just across the A30
from voting in the Ian Goodchild Centre. Having been in Town Ward for the last 39
years I feel very well established in the town/Royal Military Academy area and have
no wish to change my local councillors.
I strongly OBJECT for the following reasons:
1. A long and close establishment with Town Ward and its councillors.
2. Moving the northern area of Town Ward to Old Dean Ward will upset the
balance of voting from 0% variance to a poorer 7% variance, thereby negating
the whole object of the exercise.
3. We are much closer to the Town Ward polling station than the St. Paul’s
area and are separated from Old Dean by a long, steep hill. Quite a few of the
old cottages in King’s Ride are inhabited by a number of elderly people who
are so much closer to town.
4. Some people in the St. Paul’s ward think being linked with Old Dean will
affect their house prices, insurance premiums and credit ratings. If this is the
case, then it would be to the detriment of our area too.
5. I feel that Town Ward councillors have more sympathy with our local
problems (i.e. traffic along King’s Ride) and feel happier being represented
by them.
6. No one in authority has seen fit to notify us of the move.
7. It appears that some of those in the St. Paul’s area are frightened of crossing
the busy A30 road. There is a footbridge and also pedestrian lights. If that
is good enough for children crossing from Collingwood College, it should be
good enough for everyone.
I ask you to take all of these concerns into account when redefining the electoral
boundaries.
Yours faithfully,
D. Harden (Mrs)

Taylor, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Denise and Roger Harden
29 June 2017 16:00
reviews
Re: Surrey Heath Ward boundary changes - further limited draft recommendations in respect of
the Old Dean & Town Wards

Dear Sirs,
I OBJECT to the proposal by SHBC.
The area that is now proposed to include with the Old Dean is where I live. A high percentage of residents in the
area are pensioners. At present we have a 10 minute walk to the poling station along flat roads.
The poling station is in the town so we can use the journey to visit the town. If the boundary changes proposed by
the Council take place, our journey to the poling station will take half an hour and include the long steep hill that is
College Ride.
My further OBJECTION is that the Council have not bothered to keep us informed or consult us. We heard about the
proposed boundary changes only because we met a friend who told us about it. Why are the Council trying to get
this passed behind our backs?
Regards
R Harden

1

Ashby, Jonathan
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Claire Harman
09 July 2017 23:53
reviews
Surrey Heath Review - Diamond ridge
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Flag Status:

Follow up
Flagged

To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area is part of the Town. We have
never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides an
obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and shops in
the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached
houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the
UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Mr & Mrs Alan Harman (Residents of Diamond Ridge)

Sent from my iPad
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I am writing to express my strong opposition to the plans to include Whitehill Close in the
Old Dean ward.
I have lived in this area for many years, and am furious with these proposals because they
are flawed.

Natural Boundaries:

The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two
areas and there is very little social interaction between the residents this area and the Old
Dean. Most residents of the Diamond Ridge area send their children to school in the Town
or St. Pauls ward, not the Old Dean.
Furthermore the Diamond Ridge area enjoys extensive transport links with the Town,
including multiple crossing points. It does not have the same level of transport connections
with the Old Dean.

Population Demographics
I draw your attention to the fact that according to 2015 government data the Diamond
Ridge area is among the 20 LEAST deprived areas in the UK, whereas a large portion of the
Old Dean is listed in the MOST deprived areas. Thus the needs of these two communities
differ greatly and you are not serving either community by merging them.
Diamond Ridge is largely populated by professional families who won their detached or
semi detached houses.
The Old Dean is largely populated by council housing association tenants.
1

In addition recent election data indicates the Diamond Ridge area mainly votes
conservative, whereas the Old Dean votes Labour. Changing the boundaries in this way will
be unfair and not accurately represent voting residents of Diamond Ridge.

Crime
The Old Dean is an area of high crime with extensive anti social problems.
As with the rest of Camberley, the Diamond Ridge area does not suffer from these
problems. Its crime problems have more in common with Town ward.

History
The two areas have very different histories. The Diamond Ridge area existed long before
the Old Dean, and was originally part of the Town centre. The Old Dean estate was built
after the war to house homeless families from London. This has resulted in two very
different communities.

Inaccurate Data
You are basing your proposals on data from the 2010 census. Data which is 7 years old. As
such you do not have an accurate number of the current population of either the Town
ward or the Old Dean. I submit to you that the Old Dean population is higher than you
believe, therefore its boundaries should not be changed.

I am fully prepared to begin legal action to prevent this change as I believe it does not serve
either community. Furthermore I believe it has been rushed forward in order to meet the
existing deadline.
Not a single person I have spoken to in the Diamond Ridge area has supported this change.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.

I urge you to reconsider leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward or
incorporate.
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Your sincerely,

Daniel Harris
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Alteration of Ward Boundaries –

Town Ward

I oppose the proposed reconfiguration on 3 counts:
1. My house, as above, built in 1892 is within 5 minutes walk of both Camberley TOWN centre and the Civic Centre
and the road is, and has always been, very clearly part of Camberley TOWN.
2. The demographic and history of TOWN ward differs substantially from that of the Old Dean which is, in effect, a
‘new’ town.
3. If the purpose of the exercise is simply to meet some National recommendation regarding the ratio of
population to Councillors, then I believe this re‐alignment fails and the recommendation should be rejected.
Mrs Jenny Harrold
5th July 2017
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Hi,
I oppose the boundary changes that include College Ride into the Old Dean Ward. There is a clear boundary
between the Old Dean and Town Ward which is the Hill at the end of College ride, as such I oppose the change
as it make no sense to me.
Best Regards
John Heard
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond
Ridge area of Camberley in the Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond
Ridge area was part of the Town. We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary
between the two areas. It provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater
interaction with schools and shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is
predominantly Detached and Semi Detached houses occupied by owners,
whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top
20% most prosperous areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30%
least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially
different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either
community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part
of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Ian & Elizabeth Higgs
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The Review Officer (Surrey Heath)
Local Government Boundary Commission for England
14th Floor, Millbank Tower,
LONDON
SW1P 4QP
29 June 2017

Dear Sir/ Madam
OBJECTION: Surrey Heath Ward boundary changes ‐ Old Dean & Town Wards
We refer to the further limited draft recommendations notified to the Chief Executive of Surrey Heath
Borough Council on 13th June and the imminent deadline for the end of the consultation period.
We were utterly dismayed to hear about these proposed changes only yesterday evening, when a kind and
considerate neighbour advised us and forwarded the text of an objection from another local resident. We
were completely unaware of any proposed changes and would suggest that, if you do not advise affected
residents of such proposals, then I’m afraid you can’t say that ANY consultation has taken place and a large
part of my objection is that a public body can act in such a covert and high‐handed manner.
Furthermore, as you will appreciate, even were they all aware of it, there are considerable barriers for
residents to overcome in order to produce a considered and collective response, so the imminence of the
deadline and the apparent lack of general knowledge of these proposals, is unacceptable and smacks of
subterfuge. At the very least, we would propose an extension to the deadline in order for us to make some
attempt to make sure that everyone affected is aware of the proposals and has had a chance to make their
views known.
Having said all that, we also have some detailed objections to other aspects of these proposals:
1. I understand that only 21 voters out of the more than 800 residents of St Paul’s Ward objected to the
first proposal, which is just 2.5%. This seems like a very small representation on which to base the
withdrawal of the original recommendation and the transfer of your attention to another, very similar
area, exacerbated by your failure to advise those affected;
1

2. ALL of the main objections from the objectors in St Paul’s (i.e. both physically separate and
demographically disparate communities, loss of councillor rapport, crime statistics, property value, etc)
apply equally to our own area, which you seem happy to propose as an acceptable substitute; and
3. The main purpose of your review is to equalise councillor to voter representation, but whereas your
original proposal resulted in a 0% variance to the national average by 2021, the revised proposal would
result in a 7% negative variance. Whilst within your 10% tolerance, it represents an unacceptably large
increase in the number of voters per councillor, which is exacerbated by the large disparity in
demographic referred to above.
Further to the above points:


If the A30 (a single‐carriageway road at the affected points) could be said to represent an
insurmountable physical barrier between St Paul’s and the Old Dean, surely an additional ½ mile,
consisting of protected woodland and a steep hill (an average 8% gradient) must surely represent a
greater barrier? It can therefore only be true that the objections of the residents of St Paul’s are
purely demographic, which is EXACTLY the same basis as ours, albeit our objection must have greater
weight due to the extra physical barriers I have outlined.



Many of the residents in our area have no difficulty whatsoever in crossing the A30 on foot into
Camberley town centre (which is incidentally 10 minutes maximum walking time from the furthest
point in the affected area), not only to vote but also to visit the town centre on an almost daily basis.
Comparable distances to the Old Dean amenities are considerably greater.



Some 800 voters in the St Paul’s area would be affected by the change whereas an estimated 1,000
voters * in our area would be affected, which represents a significant negative impact on the
provision of better electoral representation, which is supposedly the primary purpose of your review.



Although it is difficult to see from the enlarged PDF of the proposed changes, I note that a little
enclave consisting of Woodbridge Drive and the houses off London Road has been carved out of the
proposed Old Dean extension, with the many hundreds of residents who live in the roads at least ¼
mile further to the West having been exported into the Old Dean ward. This makes no sense at all,
unless the residents of this enclave have superior lobbying power to the rest of us. And of course,
the residents of Woodbridge Drive and the houses off London Road will have the insurmountable
barrier of the A30 to contend with!



Your proposals should not solely concern voter/ councillor numbers, especially when that approach
ignores enormous demographic disparities. We personally feel no connection with the Old Dean, and
avoid going up there short of absolutely unavoidable visits to the Co‐op, whereas one or both of us
walks into the town centre virtually every day.



We would feel completely disenfranchised by being represented by councillors who have been voted
into office by residents of the Old Dean, mainly because we vote Conservative and the Old Dean
almost invariably returns Labour councillors, which in itself is a strong indicator of the demographic
disparity not only with Town Ward, but with the rest of Surrey Heath.



On that topic, in 2015, one Conservative candidate for the Old Dean scraped in by a margin of 20
votes, overturning a long‐running Labour majority. Due to the specific circumstances prevailing at
this election (i.e. inter alia, a new Labour candidate and Brexit), this is very likely to have been a one‐
off result, which raises the possibility that the proposed boundary change is an attempt to
gerrymander more Conservative voters into Old Dean Ward, which should be as much a matter of
concern to Old Dean residents (and for that matter, the Labour Party itself) as it is to us. I’m sure
they would be just as unhappy being represented by a Conservative councillor as we would be being
represented by a Labour councillor.

We would therefore wish to register, in the strongest possible terms, our objection to these proposed
boundary changes.
2

Yours faithfully
Mr E F Hill and Ms N J Chandler
* Taken from your spreadsheet “Electorate‐Proforma‐Website‐Surrey‐Heath.xlsx”
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area
of Camberley in the Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area
was part of the Town. We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two
areas. It provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction
with schools and shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly
Detached and Semi Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is
primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most
prosperous areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities
and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
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I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town
Ward.
Your sincerely,
Mark
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electoral review of Surrey Heath Borough Council.

Dear Sir,
I have read with a degree of dismay of the recent draft recommendation to include Diamond Ridge, College Ride,
College Close, Kings Ride and White Hill Road as part of Old Dean ward.
I live in

, off College Ride and I consider that moving the boundary does not make sense.

There is a natural boundary between the aforementioned area and the Old Dean, it is a strip of Woodland.
The road (Upper College Ride) from our area to the Old Dean goes steeply up hill through this strip of Woodland so
there is a Woodland boundary and there is also a steep Hill. If you were to look at the road map you would not
necessarily notice that there is a steep hill, but this definitely divides the areas when you are walking.
I am perfectly happy to be part of Town Ward and walk to vote in the Ian Goodchild Centre in the Town Ward.
If I were asked to vote in the Old Dean Ward I would have to make my way up the Hill, which does not make sense
to me.
I do not have a car and this would make voting difficult. The recommendation therefore to include our area in the
Old Dean ward does not make electoral sense to me.
Our area also has quite a different demographic to the Old Dean Ward.
The properties in our area are more like the rest of the Town Ward properties of Victorian terraced houses,1930s
semi‐detached and detached houses.
If you were to walk from the Council Offices across to Kings Ride and continue along College Ride to walk up Upper
College Ride to the Old Dean Ward you would recognise that you need to cross the natural boundary of the
woodland of Upper College Ride so it does not seem right at all to me to move the boundary. .
Yours faithfully,
Mrs Susan Hogarth
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Dear Sir/Madam
I would like to OBJECT in the strongest possible terms to the proposal to incorporate Diamond Ridge into the Old Dean
Ward.
One of the main reasons given for the change is
‘to better reflect the Community Identity’
Having lived in Camberley for 30 years, (22 years in Diamond Ridge) I can tell you that the community identity of the Old
Dean and the area around Diamond Ridge, Diamond Hill etc. could not be more different.
I find it hard to believe that the Councillors who serve the Old Dean (predominately Labour) and those of Town Ward
(predominately Conservative) are not the right people to serve the interests of the other Ward. There would be built‐in
bias and I can see the (ex)Town Ward residents being ignored by the Labour councillors, because they feel that they do
not deserve the same level of support as their natural constituents, who voted them in.
There is a natural boundary between the 2 wards made up of ¼ mile of protected woodland, which seems to be an even
greater symbolic barrier than the London Road which is also used as a ward boundary.
The Old Dean residents are mostly tenants of flats whereas Diamond Ridge is made up of owners of detached or semi‐
detached homes.
Diamond Ridge is in the top 20% most prosperous areas in the country, whereas the Old Dean is in the bottom 30%.
There is also the possibility that Insurance premiums will go up for the Diamond Ridge residents as they are based on
geographical crime statistics.
All in all , this is a terrible idea being suggested for all the wrong reasons, please do not try to fix something that is not
broken.
The time and money that would be wasted on making these changes, could be spent on other more urgent and much‐
needed things in the area.
Yours faithfully
Andrew Holtom
Camberley resident
Information in this email is confidential; if sent to you in error, please delete it and inform the sender. Information in all
emails may be subject to disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act 2000.
We may monitor or block emails in the interests of good business practice.
This email has been scanned by the Symantec Email Security.cloud service.
For more information please visit http://www.symanteccloud.com
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in the Old
Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the Town.
We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and
shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi Detached
houses, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. The Diamond Ridge neighbourhood is a predominantly Conservative voting area, represented by conservative
councillors. The Old Dean is mainly Labour voting.
5. The Diamond Ridge area is among the LEAST deprived in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is among the most.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community. It is clear that you are only
looking at numbers (using inaccurate data), and not demographics.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Regards
Victoria Hough
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Boundary changes

As a resident of College Ride, Camberley I am writing to oppose the boundary changes.
We have a different demographic and heritage and therefore we should stay part of the Town ward.
This has not been widely publicised but am glad I have the opportunity to object.

Sent from my iPad
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I find it necessary to have to email you to voice my strong opposition to the plans to
include York Road area of Camberley in the Old Dean ward.
The area is part of the town and NOT in any way part of the Old Dean and we have
little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the York road
area was part of the Town. We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary
between the two areas. It provides an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater
interaction with schools and shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the York road area is predominantly
Detached and Semi Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean
is primarily tenanted flats and houses.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the York road area is in the top 20%
most prosperous areas in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least
prosperous.
To reiterate, York road and the Old Dean are two completely different communities
with substantially different identities and needs.
These proposed changes are not required or fair and do not serve the best interests
of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these proposed changes and leave the York road area as
part of the Town Ward where it truly belongs..
Your sincerely,
Tony Ingoldsby
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Camberley Town!! (not the Old Dean)
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To Whom it may concern,
I am emailing to voice my strong opposition to the plans to include the Diamond Ridge area of Camberley in
the Old Dean ward.
The area is distinct from the Old Dean and we have little to do with it.
We have much more in common with the Town Ward. Historically the Diamond Ridge area was part of the
Town. We have never been part of the Old Dean.
1. The Diamond Ridge woods provides a natural and substantial boundary between the two areas. It provides
an obvious divide between the two areas.
2. Due to our close proximity to the town the majority of residents have greater interaction with schools and
shops in the Town than in the Old Dean.
3. The housing in the areas are different, the Diamond Ridge area is predominantly Detached and Semi
Detached houses occupied by owners, whereas the Old Dean is primarily tenanted flats.
4. According to a 2015 Government survey the Diamond Ridge area is in the top 20% most prosperous areas
in the UK, whereas the Old Dean is in the 30% least prosperous.
In short these are two completely different communities with substantially different identities and needs.
These changes are not fair and do not serve the best interests of either community.
I urge you to reconsider these changes and leave the Diamond Ridge area as part of the Town Ward.
Your sincerely,
Emma Barros

Sent from my iPad
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Review Officer (Surrey Heath)
LGBCE,
14 Floor,
Millbank Tower SW1P 4QP
3rd July 2017
Dear Sir,
This e mail is to voice our opposition to plans to include Diamond Hill/Diamond Ridge area of
Camberley in the Old Dean Ward.
We have lived in Diamond Hill for over forty years, this area is distinct from the Old Dean,
there being no connection. The Diamond Hill/Ridge area has always been part of the Town Ward and
has never been considered part of the Old Dean.
Diamond Ridge Woods, which cover a substantial area are a natural boundary between our area and the Old
Dean.
Being so close to Camberley town we obviously are actively involved with Camberley community matters and
use the shops and other facilities on an everyday basis. We cannot see how these changes will benefit the
two communities which have diverse identities.
We have to make you aware that we are very surprised and upset that we were not made aware
personally of these proposed changes by Surrey Heath and the reasoning for them and how we
as Camberley residents of many years would be affected by them.
We strongly urge you to reconsider the proposal and leave Diamond Hill/Ridge in the Town Ward
we have a different demographic and history to the Old Dean. We voted for our local Councillors
recently these were people we know and who know the Town Ward and its needs ‐ which are our needs.
Yours sincerely,
June and Edward Ivey
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